
Feminine voice in Victorian poetry 

The feminine voice in Victorian poetry is often overshadowed by male authors 

presences coming through in word choice and scenarios. Although these authors attempt 

to express the desires and emotions of their female characters, their words often do not 

convince and more often then not, produce voices of weak women. Although male 

authors like Alfred Lord Tennyson and Robert Browning most often create such 

enfeebled women, so does Elizabeth Barrett Browning. This fact suggests that the weak, 

distant feminine voices in nineteenth-century poetry derive from contemporary 

constraints women rather than from deliberate hatred of women. This paper is an attempt 

to examine the way that male authors describe the female figures in their poems in 

connection to men. It also shows how the masculine voice of the author frequently 

dominates the poems and thus distances the reader from the women in these poems. 

In Alfred Lord Tennyson's "Marianna," the female voice has a very depressed and 

melancholy tone. Tennyson depicts a bleak scene in the first stanza of the poem, 

describing the "blackest moss," "rusted nails," and "broken sheds." Before the reader 

hears from Marianna, Tennyson establishes a gloomy tone, which prepares the reader for 

the poem's depressed central figure. The first words that she utters are prefaced by the 

condition "she only said." This implies that either she does not say very much or that 

what she does say is not of much consequence to the narrator. If Tennyson had omitted 

this conditional preface, the words that she speaks would have a much stronger effect. 

Tennyson thus establishes his male presence in the poem. The reader only knows what 

Marianna says because Tennyson places himself in the scene to describe her sadness. He 

is effectively the moderator dissecting her emotions and allowing a glimpse of her world. 

Without his existence, the reader would not know anything about Marianna and as such, 

her existence completely depends on his interpretation of her. 

The fact that few words she says are about a man for whom she is pining for also 

makes her voice very weak. Throughout the poem she obsessively repeats her concern for 

her lover's absence: "The night is dreary, he cometh not" (stanza I, lines 9-10). In the 

subsequent stanzas, "the night" is replaced with "the day" and "my life." Her sorrow is 
















